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This book provides a comprehensive overview of the many advances that have
been made in the field of longitudinal survey methodology over the past twelve
years, as well as slightly extending the topic coverage of the earlier volume,
“Methodology of Longitudinal Surveys.” As such, it describes the state of the art
in designing, implementing, and analysing longitudinal surveys. The greatly
expanded enthusiasm for longitudinal surveys has brought with it a thirst for
knowledge about the best ways to design and implement such surveys.
Considerable advances in knowledge have been made in recent years in areas
that are covered in this book that encompasses all stages of the design and
implementation of longitudinal surveys. Topics include: Dynamic sampling for the
representation of dynamic populations; Methods for tracking mobile sample
members over time; Methods for maintaining co-operation over time; Targeted
design features for response maximisation; The use of longitudinal survey
paradata for field management; Advances in dependent interviewing techniques;
This book is an invaluable resource providing deeper insight into longitudinal
surveys.
Financial, Macro and Micro Econometrics Using R, Volume 42, provides state-ofthe-art information on important topics in econometrics, including multivariate
GARCH, stochastic frontiers, fractional responses, specification testing and
model selection, exogeneity testing, causal analysis and forecasting, GMM
models, asset bubbles and crises, corporate investments, classification,
forecasting, nonstandard problems, cointegration, financial market jumps and cojumps, among other topics. Presents chapters authored by distinguished,
honored researchers who have received awards from the Journal of
Econometrics or the Econometric Society Includes descriptions and links to
resources and free open source R Gives readers what they need to jumpstart
their understanding on the state-of-the-art
????:(?)???·???-????(Fiona Ellis-Chadwick)?(?)???·??(Richard
mayer)?(?)??·????(Kevin Johnston)
The recent explosion of global and regional seismicity data in the world requires
new methods of investigation of microseismicity and development of their
modelling to understand the nature of whole earth mechanics. In this book, the
author proposes a powerful tool to reveal the characteristic features of global and
regional microseismicity big data accumulated in the databases of the world. The
method proposed in this monograph is based on (1) transformation of stored big
data to seismicity density data archives, (2) linear transformation of
microseismicity density data matrixes to correlated seismicity matrixes by means
of the singular value decomposition method, (3) time series analyses of globally
and regionally correlated seismicity rates, and (4) the minimal non-linear
equations approximation of their correlated seismicity rate dynamics. Minimal nonlinear modelling is the manifestation for strongly correlated seismicity time series
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controlled by Langevin-type stochastic dynamic equations involving deterministic
terms and random Gaussian noises. A deterministic term is composed minimally
with correlated seismicity rate vectors of a linear term and of a term with a third
exponent. Thus, the dynamics of correlated seismicity in the world contains
linearly changing stable nodes and rapid transitions between them with transient
states. This book contains discussions of future possibilities of stochastic
extrapolations of global and regional seismicity in order to reduce earthquake
disasters worldwide. The dataset files are available online and can be
downloaded at springer.com.
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The book “Integrated human exposure to air pollution” aimed to increase
knowledge about human exposure in different micro-environments, or when
citizens are performing specific tasks, to demonstrate methodologies for the
understanding of pollution sources and their impact on indoor and ambient air
quality, and, ultimately, to identify the most effective mitigation measures to
decrease human exposure and protect public health. Taking advantage of the
latest available tools, such as internet of things (IoT), low-cost sensors and a
wide access to online platforms and apps by the citizens, new methodologies and
approaches can be implemented to understand which factors can influence
human exposure to air pollution. This knowledge, when made available to the
citizens, along with the awareness of the impact of air pollution on human life and
earth systems, can empower them to act, individually or collectively, to promote
behavioral changes aiming to reduce pollutants’ emissions. Overall, this book
gathers fourteen innovative studies that provide new insights regarding these
important topics within the scope of human exposure to air pollution. A total of
five main areas were discussed and explored within this book and, hopefully, can
contribute to the advance of knowledge in this field.
The field of statistics not only affects all areas of scientific activity, but also many
other matters such as public policy. It is branching rapidly into so many different
subjects that a series of handbooks is the only way of comprehensively
presenting the various aspects of statistical methodology, applications, and
recent developments. The Handbook of Statistics is a series of self-contained
reference books. Each volume is devoted to a particular topic in statistics, with
Volume 30 dealing with time series. The series is addressed to the entire
community of statisticians and scientists in various disciplines who use statistical
methodology in their work. At the same time, special emphasis is placed on
applications-oriented techniques, with the applied statistician in mind as the
primary audience. Comprehensively presents the various aspects of statistical
methodology Discusses a wide variety of diverse applications and recent
developments Contributors are internationally renowened experts in their
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respective areas
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